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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 28th CIRP Design Conference 2018. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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1. Introduction 

Light weight structures, also known as thin walled parts, are 

very commonly used in the aerospace sector. The machining 

times of these components are usually limited by chatter 

vibrations that occur due to low stiffness of the parts. Milling 

stability theory [1] can be used to eliminate chatter and increase 

productivity by optimizing machining parameters such as 

spindle speed and depth of cut. To further improve the 

productivity, dynamic response of the thin-wall structure needs 

to be improved.  

To improve the dynamic response of the workpiece, 

fixturing of the part has been investigated. Two kinds of support 

methods, fixed support [2�4] and mobile support [5�7], are 

proposed. Compared to fixed support, the advantage of mobile 

support is that the support on the part will be very close to the 

cutting zone throughout the process as the support is following 

the motion of the milling tool. Mtorres machine tool company 

designed a special surface milling machine [5]. This machine 

has special apparatus support the component on the opposite 

side of machining. Fei et al. [6] developed an mobile support 

attached to the spindle housing of a machine tool. It showed that 

mobile support increased the stability of the process. Ozturk et 

al. proposed robotic assisted milling [7], where a robot provides 

mobile support while a machine tool performs milling 

operation, provides an flexible and reconfigurable solution. 

The support force provided by mobile fixture will cause 

deflection of the part, which will influence the form error of the 

machined surface. To find proper magnitude of the support 

force, a form error model for machining process with mobile 

fixture need to be developed. For traditional machining process 

which do not have extra support force, the form error prediction 

model has been investigated in both time domain[8,9] and 

frequency domain[10]. However, a form error model has not 

been developed yet for a machining process with mobile 

fixture. 

In this paper, three different form error prediction models for 

robotic assisted machining are proposed and compared. In 

Section 2, these three models are introduced in detail. In Section 

3, machining tests results are compared with simulation results.  
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Abstract 

Robotic assisted milling is a process where a robot supports a workpiece while a machine tool cuts the workpiece.  It can be used to suppress 

vibrations and minimize form errors in thin wall workpieces. In this paper, form error on a workpiece is simulated using a static force model, a 

frequency domain model and a hybrid model while a robot supports the workpiece from the other side. Machining results show that assistance of 

the robot has a considerable effect of the magnitude of form errors. Hence, support force should be carefully selected by simulation before 

machining. Finally, simulation results show that hybrid model gives the best fit among those three models. 
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繋栂岫剛岻 噺 繋寵 伐 繋聴 噺 伐繋槻岫剛岻 伐 繋聴

繋栂岫降岻 噺 軸岷繋栂岫建岻峅 噺 軸岶繋栂岷剛岫建岻峅岼
も岫ù岻

絞岫降岻 噺 繋栂岫降岻溝岫降岻 絞岫建岻げ岫ù岻喧陳t鱈喧陳 降津絞陳 噺 絞岫建陳岻 噺 絞岫剛陳【降津岻
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絞陳 噺 絞陳┸聴 髪 絞陳┸寵

F歎 F託F大 F歎

繋聴 繋聴

 

2. Form error modelling 

In this section, different models to predict form errors are 

introduced. It begins with the model using static stiffness. Then 

the model using dynamic response is discussed. Finally, model 

combining both static stiffness and dynamic stiffness is 

proposed. It should be noted here that these models are for thin-

wall parts and only the deflection of workpiece is considered. 

2.1. Static deflection model 

In this part, a form error model using static stiffness is 

presented. First, the cutting force calculation method is 

introduced. Then the equations to calculate the form error are 

presented.  

The cutting tool can be discretized into M number of small 

disks along tool axis within the axial depth of cut a. As shown 

in  Fig. 1, the form error in milling process is only influence by 

the cutting force in Y direction. The cutting force Fy,m岫剛岻  for 

each disk in Y direction can be calculated by Equation (1), 

where 計痛頂  is tangential cutting force coefficient, 計追頂  is radial 

cutting force coefficient, 計痛奪  is tangential edge force 

coefficient, 計追奪  is radial edge force coefficient, 血痛  is the 

feedrate, 倹 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ 軽  is the flute index and 剛  is the 

instantaneous angle of immersion.                     

 Fig. 1. Geometry of helical end mill. (a) 剛 噺 ど ; (b) 剛 噺 剛陳. 

 

繋槻┸陳岫剛岻 噺 欠警 布版血痛範計痛頂 嫌件券 剛珍 伐 計追頂 潔剣嫌 剛珍飯 嫌件券 剛珍朝
珍退怠 髪 範計痛勅 嫌件券 剛珍 伐 計追勅 潔剣嫌 剛珍飯繁 

(1) 

 

The total instantaneous cutting force in Y direction that 

sums the contribution of each disc can be calculated by 

Equation (2). 

繋槻岫剛岻 噺 布 繋槻┸陳岫剛岻暢
陳退怠  (2) 

As shown in  Fig. 1, the flute pass the surface of workpiece 

at different instantaneous angle of immersion 剛. 剛鱈 for each 

disk can be calculated by Equation (3), in which 紅 is the helix 

angle, 迎 is the radius of cutter, 権陳 is the height of point 喧陳. 

剛陳 噺 権陳 建欠券 紅迎  (3) 

 For each flute 倹 , the instantaneous angle 奄鱈┸棚  can be 

calculated by Equation (4), in which 奄丹  is the cutter pitch 

angle. 剛陳┸珍 噺 剛陳 髪 岫倹 伐 な岻剛椎 (4) 

Then the instantaneous cutting force in Y direction at which 

the flute pass point 喧陳 can be calculated by Equation (2). 

As shown in  Fig. 2, in robotic assisted machining, the forces 

cause the deflection of the workpiece are composed of the 

cutting forces from the machining process and the support force 

from robot. Therefore,絞陳, the form error at point 喧陳, can be 

calculated by Equation (5). 繋寵 is the cutting force on workpiece 

in surface normal direction, which is Y direction of cutting tool 

in Fig. 1. 繋聴 is the support force and 倦 is the static stiffness of 

workpiece. It should be noted that the positive result of  絞陳 

means under cut, while the negative result of 絞陳 means over 

cut.        

 Fig. 2. Setup of robotic assisted machining. 

絞陳岫建岻 噺 繋寵 伐 繋聴倦 噺 繋槻岷剛岫建陳岻峅 伐 繋聴倦  (5) 

2.2. Frequency domain model  

In this part, the frequency domain model is presented.  

The force applied on workpiece in Y direction can be 

expressed in Equation (6), in which  繋寵 is the cutting force and 繋聴 is the support force ( Fig. 2).  
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繋栂岫剛岻 噺 繋寵 伐 繋聴 噺 伐繋槻岫剛岻 伐 繋聴 (6) 

It can be expressed in frequency domain using a Fourier 

series as presented in Equation (7). 繋栂岫降岻 噺 軸岷繋栂岫建岻峅 噺 軸岶繋栂岷剛岫建岻峅岼 (7) 

 Then the vibration of workpiece in frequency domain can be 

calculated using Equation (8), where も岫ù岻 is the frequency 

response function of workpiece. 絞岫降岻 噺 繋栂岫降岻溝岫降岻 (8) 

The vibration of workpiece in time domain 絞岫建岻  can be 

calculated through inverse Fourier transform of  げ岫ù岻. 

Finally, the form error at point 喧陳  can be calculated by 

Equation (9), where t鱈 is the time when the flute pass the point 喧陳 and 降津 is spindle speed in rad/s. 絞陳 噺 絞岫建陳岻 噺 絞岫剛陳【降津岻 (9) 

2.3. Hybrid model 

In this part, a method using both static stiffness and dynamic 

frequency response is presented. 

During robotic assisted machining process, the deflection is 

caused by both cutting forces and support force. The support 

force applies a static force, while the cutting forces apply 

dynamic forces. Therefore, the deflection from support force 

can be calculated using Equation (10).  

絞陳┸聴 噺 繋聴倦  (10) 

The deflection caused by cutting force 絞陳┸寵  can still be 

calculated using Equation (7)~(9) by substituting the total force 

on workpiece 繋栂岷剛岫建岻峅 with the cutting force 繋槻岷剛岫建岻峅.  
The total form error can be calculated as follows: 絞陳 噺 絞陳┸聴 髪 絞陳┸寵 (11) 

The differences among three models are shown in  Fig. 3. In 

static model, the form error is calculated based on static 

stiffness. The influence of dynamic behavior of the workpiece 

is ignored. In frequency domain model, the force (F歎) applied 

on workpiece is firstly calculated by adding the support (F託) to 

cutting forces (F大). Then the form error is calculated with F歎 

and workpiece FRF from tap test. In hybrid model, the form 

errors caused by support force and cutting forces are calculated 

separately. Static stiffness from direct measurement, which is 

expected to be more accurate than static stiffness estimated 

from FRF from tap test, is utilized to calculate the form error 

from support force. The total form error is calculated from the 

sum of form errors from support force and cutting forces. It 

should be noted that FRF change due to material removal in 

cutting is not considered in this paper. 

 Fig. 3. Comparison of three models. 

3. Experiment and simulation result 

3.1. Test set-up 

In the test set-up, a Staubli TX90 robot was installed to 

provide support force for machining process on a Starrag 

STC1250 5-axis milling machine. A rubber roller was 

assembled on to the end effector of the robot. A Kistler 9317C 

load cell was positioned between the adapters to be able to 

measure the support force 繋聴. The support force 繋聴 is sent back 

to robot to control the support force. The milling tool (Sandvik 

R216.32-20025-AP20A H10F) was a 20 mm diameter carbide 

end mill with 2 flutes. The workpieces were T-profiles from 

Aluminium 6082-T6, of which height, thickness and length 

were 101.6, 9.5mm and 250mm, respectively. The workpieces 

were clamped to the Kistler 9255C dynamometer to measure 

forces on the workpiece (Fig. 4). Workpiece frame (XW, YW, ZW) 

and process frame (X, Y, Z)  are shown in Fig. 4. 

Cutting tests were performed with different support forces 

to demonstrate its effect on form errors.  For each trial, a new 

T-profile workpiece was used. In these tests, down milling 

were used. Spindle speed and feed per tooth was 7000rpm and 

0.1mm/tooth, respectively.  2mm radial depth of cut and 10mm 

axial depths of cut were used.  

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental set-up (b) measurement points. 

3.2. FRF, stiffness and cutting force 

Direct transfer functions were measured in five different 

locations by tap test for no support, 120N support and 200N 

support. Fig. 5 shows the result of G11, G22 and G44 with 

120N support force. It shows that the transfer functions varies 

along the XW axis. The transfer functions at point 1 with no 

support, 120N support and 200N support are shown in Fig.  6. 

岫剛岻計痛頂 計追頂計痛奪計追奪 血痛倹 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ 軽 剛

 剛 噺 ど 剛 噺 剛陳

繋槻┸陳岫剛岻 噺 欠警 布版血痛範計痛頂 嫌件券 剛珍 伐 計追頂 潔剣嫌 剛珍飯 嫌件券 剛珍朝
珍退怠 髪 範計痛勅 嫌件券 剛珍 伐 計追勅 潔剣嫌 剛珍飯繁

繋槻岫剛岻 噺 布 繋槻┸陳岫剛岻暢
陳退怠

剛 剛鱈紅迎 権陳 喧陳
剛陳 噺 権陳 建欠券 紅迎 倹 奄鱈┸棚奄丹
剛陳┸珍 噺 剛陳 髪 岫倹 伐 な岻剛椎

喧陳
絞陳 喧陳繋寵繋聴 倦 絞陳絞陳

絞陳岫建岻 噺 繋寵 伐 繋聴倦 噺 繋槻岷剛岫建陳岻峅 伐 繋聴倦

繋寵繋聴
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Higher dynamic stiffness was seen for cases with support. The 

change of support force doesn�t show significant influence on 

FRF. Compared to the difference between the FRF result with 

support and that without support, the difference between the 

FRF results with 120N support and that with 200N support is 

relatively small.  

 

Fig. 5. Direct frequency response function G11, G22, G44 with 120N 

support force.  

 

 

Fig.  6. Direct frequency response function G11. 

 

The static stiffness of workpiece were measured using laser 

displacement sensor and load cell (Table 1). 

Table 1. Static stiffness results. 

No. Position in XW (mm) Stiffness (N/mm) 

P1 -10 2500 

P4 -67.5 3333 

P2 -125 5000 

P5 -182.5 3333 

P3 -240 2500 

 

The cutting force is first simulated for the simulation of form 

error. Acquired from cutting force coefficient test, the cutting 

force coefficient Ktc and Krc are 1168N/mm2 and 632N/mm2 

respectively. The edge force coefficient Kte and Kre are 

0.75N/mm and 0.27N/mm respectively. Fig. 7 shows the 

simulation and the measurement of cutting forces in Zw (Y 

direction of tool). The maximum cutting force from 

measurement is 467N and that from simulation is 430N. From 

the simulation, When the flute of the tool pass the points at 

YW=-6mm, the force in Zw (Y direction of tool) is 70N. 

Fig. 7. Cutting force result for test with no support. 

3.3. Form error 

The form errors were measured using an on machine probe 

with 20 mm increments along the length of the workpiece 

between -10mm and -230mm along the workpiece coordinate 

Xw (Fig. 4). The probing points were 6 mm below the top face 

of the workpiece (Yw=-6mm). As shown in Fig. 8, support 

forces showed large influences on the form errors. Although 

the same support force is applied, the form error varies among 

different points because the FRF varies along the workpiece 

(Fig. 5). 

In this case, the smallest form error is with 280N support. It 

should be noted that it is not necessarily that larger support 

force will lead to lower form error, as the form error with no 

support could be negative in some cases, for example, 

sometimes in up milling case. 

Fig. 8. Form errors results from measurement. 

Simulation results using static model for no support, 120N 

support and 280N support are shown in Fig. 9.  The results for 

no support test presented in Fig. 9 show that the static model 

underestimate the form error caused by cutting force. The 

maximum difference is 0.149mm. For 120N support and 280N, 
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the curve shape of the simulation results are different from the 

measurement results. 

Using the dynamic model, simulations are done from point 

1 to point 5. Simulation results using dynamic model for no 

support, 120N support and 280N support are shown in Fig. 10. 

Fig. 10 shows that the maximum error for no support test is 

0.038mm, which is a positive value. However, for 280N 

support force, the maximum error is -0.069mm. It can be seen 

that the errors of the simulation change from positive to 

negative with the increase of support force. The reason could 

be, in dynamic model, the static stiffness is estimated from FRF 

from tap test result, which may not be as accurate as direct 

measurement of static deflection. In contrast, static stiffness 

values listed in  Table 1 are used in hybrid model. 

 

Fig. 9. Simulation using static deflection model and measurement results. 

 

Fig. 10. Simulation using frequency domain model and measurement results. 

 

For no support simulation, hybrid model and frequency 

domain model is the same. The simulation results for 120N 

support and 280N support are shown in Fig. 11. The simulation 

results show relatively consistent positive errors.  

Table 2 compares the maximum error of each model. The 

static model shows the largest maximum error for all of the 

cases. The dynamic deflection model shows smallest maximum 

error for 120N case. However, the sign of the error changes 

when the support force increases in dynamics model.   

 

Fig. 11. Simulation using hybrid model and measurement results. 

 

Table 2. Maximum simulation errors of each model. 

 

No 

support 

120N 

support 

280N 

support 

Static deflection  

model -0.149mm -0.103mm -0.137mm 

Dynamic deflection 

model 0.038mm 0.015mm -0.069mm 

Hybrid model  0.038mm 0.049mm 0.06mm 

 

The maximum error from hybrid model keeps positive, 

which is more reasonable. These consistent positive errors 

could come from cutter radius error, machine tool positioning 

error and measurement errors. In this test, the machine tool 

positioning accuracy is 0.005mm. The maximum radius error 

of the tool, including the runout, is 0.014mm. These two may 

introduce form errors. The probing tool itself has a high 

accuracy, which is around 0.001mm. However, as the probing 

is done on machine tool, the machine tool positioning accuracy 

will also bring in the measurement errors. 

4. Conclusion 

Three methods for calculating form errors for robotic 

assisted milling are developed in the paper.  A few conclusions 

can be acquired from the results in this paper. Firstly, the 

support force in robotic assisted machining can change the 

form error. Therefore, form error should be simulated and 

support force should be carefully selected. Second, among all 

three methods, hybrid model shows more reasonable results. 

Compared to static model and frequency domain model, hybrid 

model gives relatively consistent differences with the 

measurement. Finally, measurement results show that the form 

errors are different at different points with constant support 

force on the workpiece. For example, the form errors on point 

1 and point 2 show different values. This is because the 

dynamic and static stiffness are different at each point. 

Therefore, to achieve a constant form error on a workpiece, a 

profile of support forces should be calculated and applied at 

different positions on workpiece. 

o. ) ) 

P2 

P3 
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